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1 INTRODUCTION

IMAGE CAPTION



This book is a survey of contemporary developments in Bri@sh fine 
metalwork, an area of ac@vity in which England, Wales and Scotland 
have collec@vely fashioned a strong interna@onal reputa@on.1

The word contemporary here denotes the period since roughly the 
1960s, when the revival of the craL of fine metalwork began. But the 
emphasis of this book is closer to the present, since the depth of 
coverage becomes progressively greater with @me and over half of the 
metalwork illustrated here, and other material in this publica@on, were 
created from 2010. The use of the word contemporary is also apposite 
since the fine metalworkers included here have demonstrated an 
innova@ve approach to their discipline.   

The term fine metalwork denotes work of high quality which can now 
be found to refer to items as varied as table wares and architectural 
metalwork.2 Fine metalwork has some@mes also been used to include 
jewellery,3 though that, and body adornment, are not included in this 
book (nor are toys or automata).

The term fine metalwork has tradi@onally been confined to precious 
metals,4 and much of what is included here is in such metals; however, 
the word is increasingly also used, as it is in this publica@on, to include 
high-quality work made in non-precious metals.5

For fine metalworkers both aesthe@cs and craLsmanship are generally 
important, though the la3er can become less so in work of a conceptual 
nature or where technology is involved. Many describe themselves as a 
designer-maker or ar@st-blacksmith.6 Lee Packard describes his ac@vity 
as ‘ar@st-blacksmithing’ (fig. 1). Some such as the silversmith James 
Dougall prefer to link their work with design (fig. 2).7 Some, such as 
Rebecca de Quin, design and make mainly with craL methods of 
produc@on, producing unique pieces or limited runs (fig. 3). Some work 
occasionally to the designs of others, 8 or involve others for a specialist 
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2: James Dougall, Goldsmiths Hall, London, 2013. Film: Lee Hewe3

1: Lee Pickard, ‘Ar@st Blacksmith’, 2013, graduate of B.A. (Hons) Ar@st Blacksmithing, 
Hereford College of Arts. Photo: Lee Hewe3 (L.H).
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opera@on, or in a few cases they may enjoy the help of assistants.9 

In some cases the businesses of designer-makers grow into a small or 
medium size company; here work will probably be made by employees 
with rather more use of technology, and rather more mul@ple copies, 
and some division of responsibili@es. In some publica@ons the heads of 
such businesses are not designated as designer-makers10 but they are 
regarded as such in this publica@on since their educa@on and 
experience, with an understanding of produc@on methods and design, 
ensure control of the final product.11 The name of the principal usually 
provides the name of the business. 

One register of such metalworkers in England, Wales and Scotland 
(but also including Northern Ireland) in 2013 included 360 names where 
their number was a part of the 4000 total for all craLs. But these figures 
are simply a record of those who applied to be included and consists 
largely of those who have made a reputa@on, though not all of even 
those were included. Metalworking, and craL generally, were part-@me 
ac@vi@es for many of those included.12 The total number of fine 
metalworkers is probably ten @mes greater, but the number cannot be 
precisely determined.13 

That rela@vely healthy posi@on is central to the ques@on running 
throughout  this book: how could a craL which was widely regarded as 
dead by the middle of the twen@eth century recover to its current 
posi@on? A chapter called The Historical Background shows how the 
ancient craL declined under the impacts of declining livery companies 
and industrialisa@on, and although the Arts and CraLs Movement c1900 
arrested the decline and provided inspira@on for later craLsmen the 
erosion caused by industrialisa@on con@nued. The chapter on The 
Contemporary Revival starts to ask how fine metalworking gained 
strength, and analyses the support gained from associa@ons, galleries, 
museums, educa@on and livery companies as well as government, 
par@cularly from the 1970s.

The decline of metalwork was much associated with the perpetual 
repe@@on of earlier styles, which by the twen@eth century, in a context 
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3: Image of Rebecca de Quin, Artist silversmith in her London studio,, 2013. Photo: Nicola Tree.
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of Modernism, seemed abhorrent, but was long-maintained in industrial 
produc@on. A later chapter, @tled Aesthe@c and Cultural Currents, looks 
at the efforts of fine metalworkers to distance themselves from 
tradition to re-animate their craft through artistic innovations, 
principally through the adoption of various strands of both Modernism 
and Post-modernism, but also through responses to contemporary 
cultural trends.

The two following chapters explore technical issues and ask 
whether innovations there have re-vitalised the craft. The chapter on 
Making Fine Metalwork shows that traditional techniques are still 
widely used, but attempts to assess whether they are still capable of 
generating new The two following chapters explore technical issues 
and ask whether innovations there have re-vitalised the craft. The 
chapter on Making shows that traditional techniques are still widely 
used, but attempts to assess whether they are still capable of 
generating new effects; the use of some industrial techniques and 
the new technologies is also covered, and attempts are made to 
identify their consequences for craftsmen. The chapter on Metals 
similarly looks at the survival of traditional materials, precious and 
non-precious, but examines too metals that are new to fine 
metalwork. This chapter looks at innovative uses of these metals and 
also assesses different attitudes towards different metals, which 
raises issues of ethics and elitism.

A principal change in contemporary fine metalwork has been the 
greater emphasis on metalwork as art, and that has led to the re-
imagining of traditional metalworkers’ products, such as even 
teawares, as artistic rather than functional objects. Examples of such 
work occur in many parts of the book, but the last chapter, The Range 
of Wares, also surveys sculpture and the wide range of practical wares 
by fine metalworkers, and asks whether works show responses to 
contemporary lifestyles.

The Conclusions chapter highlights the quality, innovation and 
diversity of contemporary fine metalwork, but faces too issues 

surrounding marketing and aesthetic innovation, also discussed at 
points earlier in the book.

A short Bibliography is confined to some substan@al publica@ons 
about fine metalwork, usually about either silversmithing or 
blacksmithing. (This publica@on is unusual in combining them.) Other 
references used in research for this book are included in the footnotes. 

The publica@on is richly illustrated throughout, including over 200 s@ll 
and moving images, together with an accompanying Glossary.
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THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
Since contemporary fine metalworking and the designer-maker have an 
anti-industrial ethos, they have much in common with metalworking before 
the Industrial Revolution, which started in the eighteenth century.

Links with the distant past

Prior to industrialisa@on, silversmiths also worked in small workshops 
with limited assistance, selling, if not direct to the public from their own 
premises,1 via specialist dealers2 or fairs.3 Where precious metals were 
concerned, a maker’s clientele was limited to the top end of society, 
with only modest kinds of products reaching further down.4 Even 
though pewter, a non-precious metal, was far cheaper than silver, and 
very widely used, it was s@ll out of reach of the poor. Manufacture was 
mainly through craL techniques; for gold and silver, the hammer for 
raising, punches for chasing as well as other techniques such as wire 
pulling and gilding were central then as they are today.5 Some use of 
machines could be made here and there, so that while cas@ng was 
central to pewter making, makers might have the use of, say, a fly-wheel 
for the finishing process.6 

As now, the standard of gold and silver used in products was regulated, 
first in an English Ordinance of 1238 and later in a statute of 1300; the 
latter required that silver was marked when it complied with the required 
standard of 925 parts of silver per thousand and this is a standard and a 
marking practice which survives to the present day. Another statute of 
1363 introduced a compulsory ‘maker’s mark’, which became a tradition 
of signalling responsibilty (though it was replaced by a’ sponsor’s mark’ in 
1973).7 In Scotland a law was passed in 1458, which first required makers 
to place their own marks on pieces and for the fineness of gold or silver to 
be assayed independently; for silver this was 916 parts of silver per 

thousand, sterling being adopted at a later date .8

Ini@ally, compliance in Scotland was (and s@ll is), the responsibility of 
The Incorpora@on of the Goldsmiths of Edinburgh, though assaying was 
also carried out by provincial officers, which led to the crea@on of‘ town 
marks from 1485, and consumer confidence was further raised by the 
use of annual date marks from 1681.9 Compliance by makers in England, 
was, and s@ll is, entrusted to the Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths in 
London (also called the Goldsmiths’ Company), which received its first 
Royal Charter in 132710 and officers carried out local and provincial 
searches to supplement municipal controls. From 1478, however, local 
makers were required to bring their work for tes@ng to Goldsmiths’ Hall 
and from then pieces were also marked with annual date marks ( though 
this became op@onal aLer 1999).11 Other current assay offices were 
established at Birmingham and Sheffield in 1773, using like other assay 
offices, their own town mark.12 The Worshipful Company of Pewterers 
(Royal Charter first granted in 1474) maintained high standards: i.e. a 
high @n content (as is looked for today) and through na@onal searches 
and the registra@on of makers’ marks.13 The Worshipful Company of 
Blacksmiths (Royal Charter 1571) strove to achieve high standards too, 
and like the other livery companies and guilds, provided charitable 
ac@vi@es and fellowship.14  

Although the Goldsmiths’ Company had no control over 
craLsmanship,15 it did encourage high standards: in the seventeenth 
century, for example, the Goldsmiths’ Company’s role extended to such 
details as registering dissa@sfac@on with the dimensions of spoons 
perpetuated by some makers16 and fining a retailer for placing his marks, 
rather than those of the maker, on silver.17 Standards were preserved by 
an appren@ceship system which was ini@ally ten years, though reduced 
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to seven years in 1400. On comple@on the appren@ce could be given his 
freedom of the Company and could establish his own business having 
demonstrated mastery in a wide range of skills by submitting a 
masterpiece;18 only those who had completed that journey could submit 
work for assay.19 The Goldsmiths’ Company condemned as characteristic 
of ‘the idler sort’ those silversmiths who specialised in just one skill,20 and 
that attitude lies behind the modern concept of the designer-maker. The 
Companies also controlled prices and wages.21  Although, of course, there 
are many recorded instances of failure to comply with regulations,22 they 
led to quality; at the end of the medieval period English pewter was 
particularly admired on the Continent,23 and early British metalwork has 
admirers amongst contemporary fine metalworkers.24

Industrialisa2on

The contemporary revival in fine metalwork has been hugely 
supported by the efforts of livery companies and too the revival of 
many characteristics of traditional craft. That revival, rather than 
survival, has been necessary because many characteristics of pre-
industrial craft were heavily eroded from the eighteenth century 
onwards, largely as a consequence of industrialisation, but also 
through changes in fashion and the fading of the authority of the livery 
companies, as Parliament eroded the powers of earlier Royal Statutes.
25 The blacksmiths’ wrought iron workshops were gradually replaced by 
the cast iron produced by industrial giants such as the Darby’s of 
Coalbrookdale.26 Pewter, so popular in the late medieval era and 
beyond, was adversely affected by the increasing popularity of 
ceramics by the eighteenth century. The use of national searches 
declined, irregularities in marking and evidence of adulteration grew, 
but there was no will to persuade Parliament to take action27 and 
registration of makers’ marks at the Worshipful Company of Pewterers 
fell into confusion by the early nineteenth century.28 

 

 Transition affected the silver and allied industries. Despite the 
disapproval of the Goldsmiths’ Company, specialisation in particular skills 
had become established in the London silver trade by the eighteenth 
century.29 Despite the opposition of the Goldsmiths’ Company, Parliament 
passed an Act in 1700 which gave anyone the right to submit precious 
metals for assay; this effectively undermined the apprenticeship system 
since previously only freemen, who could only become freemen by 
completing an apprenticeship, could submit articles for assay.30 A similar 
transition occurred in Scotland.31 In Birmingham, guild influence was 
weak and premium appren@ceships, as tradi@onally used in London, 
were seldom used.32 London retailers now placed their marks on pieces 
made by provincial makers.33 Birmingham and Sheffield developed 
greater use of machines and dies, which produced stamped ar@cles with 
thin silver which oLen replaced tradi@onal thicker cas@ngs (fig. 4). 
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4: A steel die, c.1830, at Barker Ellis, Birmingham c1975. Photo: Kenneth Quickenden.



Demand for silver was adversely affected by the development of 
cheaper Old Sheffield Plate (silver on, usually, copper), a subs@tute 
introduced in Sheffield in 1743.34 This development was allowed to 
happen even though the Statute of 1403, which banned the addi@on of 
precious metals to base metals, was s@ll on the Statute book, and 
remained so un@l 1856.35 Moreover, in 1840 electropla@ng, another 
subs@tute, this using electricity to deposit a thin layer of precious metal 
on a base metal, was patented by Henry and George Richard Elkington 
of Birmingham.36

 However, some large companies did produce much work of a high 
standard. Elkingtons produced silver as well, which impressed at major 
exhibi@ons such as The Great Exhibi@on of 1851,37 as did the 
contribu@ons of London firms such as Hunt and Roskill, in whose firms 
could s@ll be found the highest standards of design and skill (fig. 5).38 
Such firms engaged some leading ar@sts39 but ar@s@c skills were more 
widely available now because of the opening of the Schools of Design 
from the 1830s.40 

Nevertheless there were many signs of eroding standards, and the 
earliest protests about the industrialisation of fine metalwork were made 
as early as the 1770s by London silversmiths in the face of growing 
provincial competition based on stamping with dies, rather than using 
traditional craft skills, which generally gave a sharper definition of detail.41 
Critical voices were raised by the reforming critic John Ruskin and 
reforming designers in the nineteenth century such as A.W.N. Pugin and 
William Morris, about workers’ dehumanising working conditions in  
factories and sweat shops, the unsatisfying division of labour and the 
ceaseless repetition of designs by machines. Moreover, these conditions 
and the highly competitive nature of industry were held to lead to lesser 
goods often made with thin or inferior materials, which like thinly plated 
wares lacked durability.42 

8FOOTNOTES

5: Hunt and Roskell, vase and cover shown at the Great Exhibi@on of 1851, enameled and parcel-gilt. 
A lithograph from Ma3hew Digby Wya3’s Industrial Arts of the Nineteenth Century, 1853, vol.11, 
plate 156.



The Arts and Cra7s Movement

These ideals fired the first great craft revival, the Arts and Crafts 
Movement, so-called after the foundation of The Arts and Crafts 
Exhibition Society in 1888. A prominent member, Charles Robert Ashbee, 
founded the Guild of Handicraft in London in 1888, but moved the Guild 
to a rural location, Chipping Campden, though it failed and only lasted to 
1908. This served as a warning about competing with industry (which 
freely imitated the Guild’s designs and produced them at a much lower 
price) but the Guild, full of admiration for medieval guilds and nature, 
promoted healthy living, the workshop, and the hand tool.43 Ashbee did 
design, and gave overall design direction, but much was designed also by 
those who made the metalwork, John Pearson being the notable case, and 
he was given public credit at exhibitions for both. Designs were original 
and fresh, simpler than much industrial production, but distinctive (fig. 6). 
There was an emphasis upon good quality and durable materials; very 
often this therefore meant using silver for table wares, sometimes with 
enamel, but Ashbee also designed larger items in non-precious metals, 
such as a coal scuttle in copper and wrought iron. These less prestigious, 
but traditional materials, such as copper and brass were widely used in the 
Arts and Crafts Movement in Britain.44 

Here the focus was on selec@ng materials and forms that ‘express 
func@on frankly’, rather than relying on expensive materials or excessive 
decora@on — which oLen bore li3le rela@on to the func@on of the piece 
— for their currency. This focus on func@on, according to Charles M. 
Shean, wri@ng in The Cra(sman in 1905, ‘restored to dignity many 
materials not heretofore considered costly enough in themselves for 
objects of luxury’. Moreover, hammer marks that showed their 
individual, handmade quality, far from the smooth surfaces 
characteris@c of industrial products, ‘appealed to the movement’s 
roman@c, democra@c sensibili@es’.45 

Pewter enjoyed a mini-renaissance, prominently at the commercial 
end, with Liberty & Co of London from c. 1896, and in art and craL 
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6: Charles Robert Ashbee, designer, Guild of handicraL, maker, covered bowl, 1899-1900, silver 
enamel and finial set with semi-precious stone, 13 cms high, collec@on Victoria and Albert 
Museum. Photo: Victoria and Albert Museum
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circles there was an enthusiasm for this warm material with medieval 
associa@ons.46 In 1891 the Art Workers’ Guild held a ‘Discussion in 
pewterware of which many examples were shown’.47 In Scotland, 
Charles Rennie Mackintosh produced some radical designs for wrought 
iron outside the Glasgow School of Art, 1898-99 (fig. 7).48 While these 
reformers had generated enthusiasm for craL ways of working, even 
within their own ranks their ideals were some@mes imperfectly 
implemented: the machine was by no means en@rely banished, and 
there generally remained a division of labour and in par@cular a division 
of responsibility between designer and maker; moreover, high quality 
craL did not penetrate widely down the social scale, in spite of Morris’s 
Socialism.49 Nevertheless while adop@ng some features associated with 
industrial produc@on there was within Arts and CraLs workshops a 
resistance to what Morris called the ‘commercial tyranny’ of industry 
which was the enemy of quality in both life and work.50 

The Arts and CraLs Movement lost impact early in the twen@eth 
century, when design movements al l ied themselves with 
industrialisa@on, but the movement’s influence in the craL community 
carried on deep into the twen@eth century through con@nuing reference 
to the ideas of Morris, the Art Workers’ Guild and other linked 
groupings.51 The movement had a strong influence on the Schools of Art 
and CraLs.52 A number of silversmiths, such as Bernard Cuzner, at the 
Birmingham School of Art maintained a devo@on to craL tools, detail, 
nature, enamel and stones, oLen when working on such items as 
chalices and caskets.53 Metalwork remained rather more conserva@ve 
than some other craL areas: for example, tex@les partly via contact with 
fine ar@sts, such as the Vor@cists and Paul Nash, gained a greater 
modernity — through spontaneity, abstrac@on and rawness— than could 
be found in contemporary metalwork in the interwar years of the 
twen@eth century.54 
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7: Charles Rennie Mackintosh, railings, 1898-9, wrought iron, Glasgow School of Art.



The decline of the cra7

More extreme forms of Modernism, largely allied to industry rather than 
craL, developed on the Con@nent early in the twen@eth century: the 
Deutsche Werkbund (1907), the Italian Futurists (1909), the Russian 
Construc@vists associated with the Bolshevik Revolu@on of 1917, De 
S@jl (1918) in Holland, and the Bauhaus (1919) in Germany were the key 
contributors. An Expressionist streak within some of them argued for 
self-expression and individuality, which did have some appeal in art and 
craL circles, but the dominant emphasis was one of hos@lity to the past, 
devo@on to modern technology and modern materials such as steel, and 
the mass market which widely resulted in a severe style, with heavy 
emphasis on geometry and an absence of ornament, and very oLen a 
suppression of individuality, nature and the past, all of which were 
generally valued by craLsmen. This was to prove by the 1920s to have a 
strong influence on industrially produced product design55 but the 
impact of Modernism on areas like silver was to be limited and delayed.
56 Art Deco, a more de luxe and decora@ve version of Modernism, where 
geometrical forms were elaborated in countless ways, reached its height 
in France in the 1920s, and proved to be influen@al in the decora@ve 
arts in England in the inter-war years, though not without reserva@ons 
by silversmiths s@ll influenced by the Arts and CraLs Movement.57

The lingering Arts and Crafts Movement was able to arrest the rise 
of Modernism and resisted industrialization in Britain but was no 
more able to stop them than the Arts and Crafts Movement was able 
to do in America.58 By the 1920s blacksmithng was regarded as a 
dying craft, many blacksmiths leaving for factories as mechanics, and 
as the Modern Movement’s influence on architecture and planning 
spread, there was increasing emphasis on openness, lightness and 
simplicity at odds with the weight and enclosure traditionally 
provided by blacksmiths.59 Blacksmiths largely maintained the use of 
familiar eighteenth century patterns and blacksmithing suffered 
during World War Two, with the utilisation of blacksmiths for the war 
effort (fig. 8).60 As blacksmithing declined, work that was available 

went increasingly to large firms such as Arthur Black (General Smiths) 
Ltd., of Oldbury, Birmingham, who describe themselves as ‘Industrial 
and Engineering Blacksmiths’. The firm, which was established in 
1926, still flourishes.61 

In 1937 Frank Pick, a pro-industrial figure in design circles, in a report 
by the Council for Art and Industry, highlighted the decline in demand for 
silver tableware, not just in domestic situations but also for hotels and 
cruise ships.62 Services of silver plate, once one of the highest expressions 
of fine metalwork, rapidly diminished in number as the upper classes 
found it hard to maintain the servants necessary for formal dining and 
cleaning silver; the search for status was transferred to technology, 
whether cars or domestic technology. Increasingly silver plate was viewed 
less as a precious heirloom but more as a high-maintenance security risk.
63 Similar developments occurred elsewhere in the West.64

Silver was gradually being replaced by other metals for tablewares. 
Stainless steel, developed in Sheffield in 1913,65 increasingly became a 
rival so that by the 1970s industrially-made stainless steel had become 
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8: Adrian Legge discusses the delayed impact of Modernism on blacksmithing, Herefordshire and 
Ludlow College, 2013. Film: L.H
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widely familiar in domestic and catering situations in the West.66 
Silver-plated goods flooded the market.67 Sterling silver continued to 
decline in both export and domestic markets after World War II68 so 
that at the Birmingham Assay Office, the highest-ever total of marked 
wares in 1920 of 4,382,373 troy ounces dropped to 902,082 ounces 
by 197269 (though most of the decline was reflected in industrial, 
rather than craft production, and also has to be partly put down to a 
reduction in demand for non-silver plate items, especially jewellery).70

Standards within the silver trade were also declining. Items in 
Birmingham’s Jewellery Quarter were made from increasingly thin 
stampings.71 Neither the originality of the Arts and CraLs Movement nor 
that of the Modern Movement made an impact. One observer, Graham 
Hughes of the Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths, reflec@ng in 1990 on 
a life@me of visi@ng the Quarter, wrote: ‘The main ac@vity there, then as 
now, was reproduc@ons of Victorian and earlier ideas, oLen made 
piecemeal by specialised outworkers, then assembled by a central 
organiser’. He was convinced that the failure to invest in new designs 
was a commercial disadvantage.72 Gerald Whiles, the Head of the 
Birmingham School of Jewellery, reflected a year aLer his re@rement in 
1995 that colleges produced students who were neither keen on 
becoming, nor trained to work as, senior managers and that therefore 
the importance of design in large companies was not appreciated by 
management.73 The same adherence to tradi@onal designs, especially 
those derived from the eighteenth century, could be found amongst 
manufacturers of pewter.74 

In a post-World War II context where the Council of Industrial Design, 
founded in 1944, strongly promoted the importance of industrial design,
75 a genera@on of graduates from the Royal College of Art faced up to 
the reali@es of the craL’s predicament. They enjoyed some commissions 
for handmade silver and industrially-made silver, but they had to think 
beyond silver and the one-man workshop. Robert Welch graduated in 
1955, set up a silversmithing workshop but later also designed stainless 
steel for the Old Hall range of J. & J. Wiggin of Bloxwich, and a whole 
range of items from ligh@ng to ceramics. David Mellor produced designs 

for industrially produced silver and stainless steel cutlery for Walker and 
Hall (fig. 9) and bus shelters and traffic lights for the Ministry of 
Transport.76 In the 1950s Welch reckoned that it was impossible to earn 
a living just by making one’s own designs for silver,77 and the one 
possible excep@on to that, according to Graham Hughes, Curator at the 
Goldsmiths’ Company, wri@ng in 1960 in The Studio magazine, was 
Gerald Benney, but the bulk of even his income came from designing 
stainless steel for Viners of Sheffield.78

Their lack of confidence in silver for large-scale produc@on was 
occasioned by further erosion in demand. Its value as an investment was 
diminished through violent price fluctua@ons in the 1970s and 1980s79 
and suffered too as the intrinsic value of silver became the smaller part 
of the overall price in a context of rising wages: this represented a 
reversal of the tradi@onal ra@o.80 Much of the decline in manufacture in 
the West has been due to increased manufacture in China.81 Moreover, 
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the demand for silver for table wares worldwide dropped from 85.1 
million ounces in 2003 to 58.4 million ounces in 2017.82 

The lack of demand for silver table wares is reflected in the huge 
reduc@on in the number of large manufacturers, but while that created 
more opportunity for craL silversmiths, those manufacturers generated 
compe@@on by increasingly making electro-plated wares. Many major 
silversmithing firms had closed in America by the 1970s,83 and this was 
paralleled in England. Elkington & Co, which made li3le silver aLer 1939, 
concentra@ng on plated wares, clinging for too long to the use of old 
dies, ceased independent trading in 1963 and became part of Bri@sh 
Silverware Ltd which was disbanded in 1971.84 Many other long-
established silversmiths in Birmingham closed85 or moved out of silver 
into plated wares aLer World War II.86 Elsewhere many other silver 
manufacturers have gone out of business; in London, for example, these 
include once-major firms such as Edward Barnard & Sons, William 
Comyns and Sons and Wakely & Wheeler, and large parts of the retail 
trade inevitably suffered a similar fate as a consequence.87 There is now 
only one very large manufacturer of sterling silver in Britain, Carrs of 
Sheffield, though there are several smaller companies employing ten to 
twenty;88 typically, these use both new, if straighoorward, designs and 
reproduc@ons of earlier styles, and manufacture also plated wares and 
some@mes import from the East.89 Carrs produce such items as photo 
frames, coasters and christening giLs in plated metal, and even in silver 
their products rarely cost more than a few hundred pounds.90

Some pewter firms survive, but they have only done so where 
willing to create some new designs, as at A. E. Williams (est.1779) 
of Birmingham (fig. 10), as well as reproduce traditional styles, 
often using old moulds, making a wide range of giftware and  
domestic items at very competitive prices, usually less than 
£100.91 These firms provide competition for designer-makers, and 
while that is based very much on price, it is also based on 
modernising their approach to design. 

The blacksmith has a large number of big steel firms to compete with. 10: Sam Williams of A.E. Williams’ (est.1779)’ discusses the PGA European Challenge Tour Trophy, 
2009, pewter with wood plinth, 2013. Film: L.H.
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There are many such large companies in the West Midlands92 such as 
the Hawthorn Trading Company Ltd., which sells fencing components 
that are light, where the industrially produced tubes are smooth, straight 
and repeated endlessly, and come at a very compe@@ve price.93 There 
are other companies which operate throughout Britain such as F. H. 
Brundle, making gates and fencing of a similar kind.94

On the whole, large firms concentrate on the wide market for 
inexpensive items and therefore do not compete with fine 
metalworkers, who produce in comparison, if not with absolute 
consistency, special and expensive items. However, designer-makers 
have been presented with a s@ffer challenge, based mainly upon 
innova@ve design, from one par@cular quarter. By the 1980s a major 
world-wide challenge came from several Italian companies95 who 
combined a high standard of manufacture with exci@ng designs by 
leading architects. These companies include De Vecchi and Alessi. The 
last produced a Tea and Coffee Piazza Series which included a set by the 
acclaimed American architect Michael Graves (fig. 11). The firm uses a 
wide variety of materials including @tanium, stainless steel, silver, glass, 
plas@cs and ceramics for the series. These firms produced work which 
has been exci@ng for the young,96 and according to one commentator in 
America, their work has become more collectable than craL-made 
hollow ware.97 

Another major source of competition for the fine metalworker has 
been the popularity of antiques. As long ago as 1868 Charles Eastlake 
in Hints on Household Taste, expressed his distaste for Victorian 
displays of showy but flimsy silver plate and recommended the 
purchase of sturdier old plate.98 Societies such as The Pewter Society 
mainly exist to aid collectors.99 There has been a resurgence of interest 
in antique silver in the twenty-first century inspired by the popularity 
in particular of the TV programme Downton Abbey; the available 
quality is deemed to be high and yet reasonably priced, and this has 
led to a healthy demand in salerooms.100

For the most part these many challenges to the ar@st-metalworker do 

11: Michael Graves, Tea and Coffee Piazza for Alessi ,1983, sterling silver, aluminium, bakelite, crystal, 
polyamide, and acrylic, tray 425 mms x 86 mms, coffee pot 263 mms x 248 mms x 120 mms, tea 
pot 264 mms x 209 mms x 120 mms, creamer 100 mms x 152 mms x 84mms, sugar 140 mms x 
165 mms x 83 mms. Photo: Alessi.
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not provide the kind of uniqueness and individuality provided by many 
ar@st-makers. However, in the field of sculpture the metalworker has 
rivals. This is par@cularly true with the blacksmiths. Their field of 
sculptural work, oLen of a figura@ve kind, is also populated by those 
whose training was not in blacksmithing. The Hidcote Sculpture Trail in 
Gloucestershire displays pieces by makers from diverse backgrounds. 
Some acquired their skills aLer a career in areas as apparently remote as 
engineering,101 but in most cases their background is in art. Such a case 
is provided by the ar@st and sculptor Penny Hardy, who trained at 
Chelsea School of Art and Middlesex University. Her Erosion 1 (fig. 12)  
expresses an ethereal presence and harmony with the garden 
surroundings though made from recycled metals.102

Conclusions

The fine metalworker increasingly suffered from many factors. Apart 
from the fondness for an@ques and reproduc@ons of past styles, the 
work of sculptors, and changes in lifestyles, fine metalworkers suffered 
from compe@@on with industrial produc@on. However, the manufacture 
of high-quality metalwork by large manufacturers declined, and with it 
much of the retail trade, and this created opportuni@es for designer-
makers, but steps s@ll needed to be taken to take advantage of that new 
situa@on. Those steps will be the substance of the next chapter and 
although commitment to high quality craL-made metalwork had eroded, 
it was never ex@nguished and some long-established ins@tu@ons, 
especially the livery companies, tradi@onal guardians of high standards, 
survived. CraL had declined but the contemporary craL revival did have 
something leL to build upon.

12: Penny Hardy, Erosion, 2013, mild steel, 1.6 ms high x 40 cm wide x 40 cm deep, Hidcote 
Sculpture Trail, Hidcote Manor Garden, Chipping Campden, Gloucestershire. Photo: K.Q.

❉
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